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mallardclass@marlboroughstmarys.wilts.sch.uk 
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Daily Jobs 
 Spellings: The c sound spelt que and the g sound spelt gue 

This week we will be learning about when the c sound is spelt que and when the g sound is 

spelt gue. The ending que sounds like c as in cat. It comes from the French spelling of 

the c sound. The ending gue sounds like g as in gate. It comes from the French spelling 

of the g sound. 

Please complete the following activity where you need to insert the correct words from 

the word banks to make the sentences correct. 

 
  

 

catalogue   league   tongue   dialogue   colleague   fatigue 

cheque   antique   grotesque   unique    
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English 

Today we would like you to concentrate on your neat handwriting in readiness for 

coming back to school next week. Please complete the following handwriting activities. 

If you are unable to print them off then you can still easily complete the task on paper. 

 
 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Maths 

Mr Critchlow will be challenging you to identify and draw acute and obtuse angles today. 

So please go to the Oak Academy website and watch lesson 3: Shape and Symmetry: 

identifying acute and obtuse angles.  

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/shape-and-symmetry-to-identify-

acute-and-obtuse-angles-crtk0r  

As with previous days please complete the quiz and tasks set within the video. Make 

sure you pause the video while you complete the work and then press play to check how 

you got on. All the worksheets are available to download/print from the website and we 

will make them available through teams too.  

When you have completed the lesson please upload the main task (shown below) and the 

challenge (shown below) to teams.  
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Daily 10 Maths Quiz - 3.3.21 

1.From the following equations, which equation requires exchanging in TWO columns? 

3462 - 2971 

4908 - 3701 

5472 - 3361 

2. From the following equations, which equation requires exchanging in the tens and 

hundreds column? 

4441 - 3708 

3961 - 2410 

5643 - 2631 

3.One of the digits in this column subtraction is missing, what is the missing digit? 5693-

3_78=1915 

6 

7 

5 

4.Calculate 7285-2327= 

 
5.Calculate 9417-2063= 

 
6.Select the correct answer to this subtraction: 7644 - 1459 = 

6615 

6185 

6851 

6518 

7.List from smallest to largest all the factors of 16. Make sure to put commas between each 

number. 



 
8.In a bakery, there are 4372 cupcakes. By lunchtime there are 1302 cupcakes left. How many 

cupcakes were sold that morning? 

 
9.Select the correct symbol (<, >, =) to make the statement true. 5552-2834____6723-4005 

 

10.Calculate 8765-6666=  

2909 

2990 

2099 

 

ICT - Coding 
Please visit the following website to continue with the ‘dance party’ coding activity. There will be 

videos to watch which help you make cats, bears and sloths dance to popular music. Please 

complete the first 4 activities, which you did last week but then also continue through 

activities 5-7.  The music for each section is only a few seconds long but you have the option to 

replay each time and make your code more complicated.  

https://code.org/dance 

Activity 5: Watch the video. You have to make your animal dancers move in time to the music, 

starting after 4 and 6 measures (beats). 

Activity 6: Set up a smaller group of backup dancers to perform different dance moves when 

you press the arrow keys. 

Activity 7: Watch the video. In this activity you will be learning how to change the properties 

of a character. This means that you can make your backup dancers smaller so they look to be in 

the background. 

Activity 8: In this final activity today you can change the colour (tint) of your characters. 
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